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Abstract Purpose The aim of this study was to investi-

gate the potential benefits of prolonged treatment with

neoadjuvant letrozole. Patients and Methods About 182

consecutive patients have been treated in Edinburgh with

neoadjuvant letrozole for 3 months or longer and 63

patients have continued on letrozole beyond 3 months.

Outcomes are reported. Results Of the 63 patients who

continued on letrozole, 38 patients took letrozole for more

than 1 year and 23 took letrozole for more than 24 months.

The median reduction in clinical volume in the first

3 months in these 63 patients was 52%. Similar reductions

in median clinical volume were seen between three to

6 months (50%), 6–12 months and 12–24 months (medi-

ans 37 and 33%, respectively). At 3 months 69.8% of the

182 patients had a partial or complete response. The

response rate increased to 83.5% with prolonged letrozole

treatment. Continuing letrozole beyond 3 months increased

the number of women who initially required mastectomy or

had locally advanced breast cancer who were subsequently

suitable for breast conserving surgery from 60% (81/134)

at 3 months to 72% (96/134). Thirty-three women remain

on letrozole alone (man age at diagnosis 83 years) and at

3 years the median time to treatment failure has not been

reached. Conclusion Continuing letrozole in responding

patients beyond 3–4 months achieves further clinical

reduction in tumour size. For elderly women with a short

life expectancy letrozole alone may provide long-term

disease control.

Keywords Breast conserving surgery � Endocrine

therapy � Neoadjuvant � Letrozole � Large operable and

locally advanced breast cancer

Introduction

Until recently neoadjuvant therapy of breast cancers con-

sisted predominately of cytotoxic chemotherapy.

References [1–4] Studies comparing neoadjuvant with

adjuvant chemotherapy have shown that while disease-free,

progression-free and overall survival are not changed by

the timing of treatment, better outcomes are seen in

patients who respond to neoadjuvant therapy [5–7]. These

results highlight a key benefit of neoadjuvant therapy, the

use of response to predict long-term outcome. Endocrine

treatment is now emerging as an attractive alternative in

postmenopausal women with large operable or locally

advanced hormone receptor positive breast cancers, many

of whom cannot tolerate the toxicities of chemotherapy.

Initial studies performed in Edinburgh suggested there

may be benefits to using aromatase inhibitors rather than

tamoxifen as neoadjuvant therapy in postmenopausal

women with ER + cancers [8–9]. This led to a series of

randomised trials. The PO24 trial compared 4 months

treatment with neoadjuvant letrozole or tamoxifen in

postmenopausal women with large hormone positive breast

cancers that required mastectomy or were locally advanced

[10]. Results from this study demonstrated that letrozole

achieved a significantly higher clinical response rate (55%

vs. 36%) and more patients treated with letrozole than with

tamoxifen were suitable for breast-conserving surgery
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(45% vs. 35%). Letrozole now had a product licence in the

UK for neoadjuvant use. Subsequent studies have been

performed with anastrozole and exemestane treating

patients for between 3 and 4 months prior to surgery and

showed that compared with tamoxifen both drugs increased

the number of patients becoming eligible for breast con-

serving surgery [11, 12].

The 3–4 months treatment duration of neoadjuvant

endocrine therapy was based largely on experience with

neoadjuvant chemotherapy, but more recent studies with

longer durations of neoadjuvant chemotherapy suggest

prolonging treatment duration increases the overall response

rate [13]. There are a number of issues that need to be

addressed with regard to neoadjuvant hormone therapy: do

longer durations of treatment produce prolonged tumour

shrinkage, do they increase the numbers achieving a

response and do they increase the number of patients who

become eligible for breast-conserving surgery? Further-

more, is letrozole alone a satisfactory long-term treatment

for some patients with breast cancer? The aims of the present

study were to review retrospectively the Edinburgh experi-

ence of patients treated with neoadjuvant letrozole to assess

first whether patients continue to respond beyond the usual

3–4 months treatment period, and second to identify how

many patients treated with long-term letrozole alone become

resistant to letrozole and require a change of therapy.

Patients and methods

About 182 patients with large operable or locally advanced

oestrogen receptor rich breast cancers have been treated

consecutively with neoadjuvant letrozole for 3 months or

longer in the Edinburgh Breast Unit. These patients have

been treated since the issue of a licence for the use of

letrozole in the neoadjuvant setting and do not include the

series of patients presented in our early publications [14].

The aim of studying this series of patients was to identify

factors associated both with response to therapy and long-

term outcome. This study was approved by the local Ethics

Committee and the Research and Development Department

of the hospital. All women were postmenopausal, defined as

amenorrhea for 1 year or with oestradiol, luteinising hor-

mone and follicular stimulating hormone levels in the

postmenopausal range. The mean age of the 182 patients was

76.5 years with a median of 78 and a range of 55–95 years.

All had ER Allred scores between 5 and 8 with the majority

having Allred scores of 8 (121) or 7 (59). All patients were

treated with 2.5 mg of letrozole.

Patients were reviewed initially after 2, 6 and 12 weeks

of treatment to assess tolerance and to measure response by

clinical measurement with callipers and imaging (ultra-

sound and clinical measurements at 0, 6 and 12 weeks and

mammography at 0 and 12 weeks). At 3 months all

patients were reviewed by a single surgeon and a treatment

decision taken. The decision was either to perform surgery,

to continue letrozole, or following discussion at a multi-

disciplinary meeting to switch to another therapy. This

decision was based on an assessment of response, opera-

bility, fitness for operation and willingness of the patient to

proceed to surgery. Patients who continued letrozole

beyond 3 months were reviewed at 6, 9, 12, 18 and

24 months and yearly thereafter.

Clinical and ultrasound volumes were calculated using

the formula pD3/6 where ‘D’ is the mean diameter of two

perpendicular measurements on clinical or mammographic

assessment and the mean of two diameters and the depth

measurement on ultrasound. A patient with no clinical mass

palpable after 3 months was considered as having 100%

reduction in clinical volume or a complete clinical response.

The % change in clinical volume was calculated using the

formula 100x (initial volume - final volume) 7 initial

volume. The change in volume between 3 and 6 months was

calculated using the following formula: 100x (volume at

6 months - volume at 3 months) 7 (volume at 3 months)

and other volumes were calculated similarly. Changes in

volume were calculated for the first 3 months, between 3

and 6 months, between 6 and 12 months and between 12

and 24 months. These data were entered into an Excel

spreadsheet and plotted using Minitab v.14. Time to treat-

ment failure for the group taking letrozole longer than

6 months was calculated using a Kaplan-Meier estimate;

the minimum treatment duration was 6 months and the

maximum 5 years.

Results

The clinical response rates and outcomes at 3 months for

all 182 patients are shown in Tables 1 and 2. One hundred

and twenty seven patients (69.8%) had a complete or

partial response and only four patients had disease pro-

gression ([25% increase in tumour volume). Complete

clinical responses were only seen in patients with T1 and

T2 cancers and no patient with a T3 or T4 cancer had a

complete clinical response at 3 months. The four patients

with progression of their disease were treated with surgery,

three requiring mastectomy and one being successfully

treated by breast conserving surgery. Of the 119 patients

who had surgery at 3 months, 99 had breast conserving

surgery and 19 had mastectomy. The 19 undergoing mas-

tectomy included 15 patients who had locally advanced

breast cancer which was not initially considered suitable

for surgery but these patients became operable following

3 months of letrozole. Three had progressive disease and

the final patient had an invasive lobular cancer that reduced
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in size but still required mastectomy. All 16 responding

patients who had a mastectomy were considered unlikely to

ever be candidates for breast conserving surgery even if

they had continued to respond.

Conversion to breast conserving surgery

One hundred and thirty-four of the 182 patients had a

cancer that either required mastectomy or was locally

advanced at the outset of treatment. By 3 months 81 of

these 134 (60%) were suitable for and had breast con-

serving surgery.

Results for patients on prolonged letrozole treatment

Sixty-three patients continued on letrozole beyond

3 months for the following reasons: 26 were responding

but had not responded sufficiently to allow breast-con-

serving surgery, 15 patients were responding but still had

inoperable disease, 13 were unfit and considered unsuitable

for surgery and nine refused surgery. The mean age of

these 63 patients was 77.9 years (median 79) which is not

significantly different from the age of the patients who had

surgery at 3 months, mean age 75.7 years (median 77)—

comparison between two groups P = 0.09. The initial T

stage of patients who continued on letrozole was signifi-

cantly different from that of the initial T stage of patients

who had surgery at 3 months with significantly more

patients having T4 cancers in the group continuing on

surgery, P = 0.021 (Table 3). Twenty per cent of patients

with T1 cancers, 29% with T2, 35% with T3 cancers and

47% of patients with T4 cancers continued on letrozole for

longer than 3 months. Of the 63 patients who continued

letrozole beyond 3 months, the duration of letrozole in 25

was less than 1 year; the remaining 38 patients took le-

trozole for more than 1 year and 23 took letrozole for more

than 24 months.

The mean reduction in clinical volume in the first

3 months in these 63 patients was 46.7%, with a median of

52%. There was a similar continued reduction in clinical

Table 1 Tumour response after 3 months of letrozole according to

WHO criteria

Response Number of patients Percentage

Complete response 21 11.5

Partial response 106 58.3

Static disease 51 28

Progressive disease 4 2.2

Response rate 69.8%

Table 2 Outcomes at 3 months for all patients treated with neoadjuvant letrozole

Neoadjuvant
letrozole 3 months 

n-182

Breast conserving Mastectomy Continued on Disease
surgery letrozole progression
n=99 n=16 n=63 n=4
(54%) (9%) (35%) (2%)

Mastectomy Breast conserving
surgery

n=3 n=1

Table 3 T-stage of overall group and patients who underwent

surgery at 3 months or continued letrozole

Overall

group

N (%)

Patients

continuing

on letrozole

N (%)

Patients having

surgery at

3 months

N (%)

T1 10 (5.5) 3 (4.8) 7 (5.9)

T2 91 (50.0) 28 (44.4) 63 (52.9)

T3 23 (12.6) 5 (7.9) 18 (15.1)

T4 58 (31.9) 27 (42.9) 31 (26.1)

Total 182 (100) 63 (100) 119 (100)

N represents the numbers of patients with T1, T2, T3 and T4 cancers in

each of the groups. T4 includes direct skin infiltration

There were significantly less T4 cancers in those who proceeded with

surgery compared to those continuing on letrozole, P = 0.021,

v2 = 5.359
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volume between 3 and 6 months (mean 46.6% median

50%), between 6 and 12 months (mean 47.8%, median

37%) and 12–24 months (mean 35.8%, median 33%).

Changes in clinical volume for individual patients who

continued on letrozole for longer than 3 months are shown

in Fig. 1 and summarised in Fig. 2. The changes in volume

as assessed by ultrasound are shown in Fig. 3 and sum-

marised in Fig. 4. There were four patients from 3 to

6 months where clinical or ultrasound assessment indicated

that the tumour volume had increased in volume by[25%.

In three of these patients other assessments including

mammography and clinical measurement suggested the

lesion was either static or smaller so treatment with

letrozole was continued. None of these three showed pro-

gression at later assessments. From 6 to 12 months there

were three patients whose tumours increased in size on

ultrasound. Clinical assessment and mammography sug-

gested there had been no significant change in size in two

and both patients were infirm and unfit for surgery, so

treatment with letrozole was continued and subsequently

their disease has been static. Between 12 and 24 months,

three patient’s tumours did increase in size, one by 41%,

one by 42% and one by 85% on ultrasound. These tumours

were increasing on other assessments. Two of these

patients underwent surgery and the third had a change in

hormonal treatment.

Best response for all 182 patients is shown in Table 4.

By giving patients letrozole for longer than 3 months, the

overall response rate in all 182 patients increased from

69.8% at 3 months to 83.5%. The complete response rate in

the 63 patients who continued letrozole was three of 63
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Fig. 1 Individual values for % reduction in clinical volume between

time intervals 0–3 months, 3–6 months, 6–12 months and 12–24 months
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Fig. 2 Mean (circles) and median (squares) values with 95%

confidence intervals of the mean for change in clinical volume

between 0 and 3 months, 3 and 6 months, 6 and 12 months and 12

and 24 months
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Fig. 3 Individual values for % reduction in ultrasound volume

between 0 and 3 months, 3 and 6 months, 6 and 12 months and 12

and 24 months
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Fig. 4 Mean (circles) and median (squares) values with 95%

confidence intervals of the mean for change in ultrasound volume

between 0 and 3 months, 3 and 6 months, 6 and 12 months and 12

and 24 months

Table 4 Best response for all 182 patients treated with 3 months or

longer of neoadjuvant letrozole

Number of patients Percentage

Complete response 34 18.7

Partial response 118 64.8

Static disease 26 14.3

Progression 4 2.2
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(4.8%) at 3 months, six of 63 at 6 months (9.5%), 11 of 38

at 12 months (29%) and seven of 23 (30%) at 2 years.

Of the 63 patients treated with letrozole for longer than

3 months, 21 patients eventually underwent surgery (15

breast conserving procedures and six mastectomies), two

patients continued letrozole treatment but had radiotherapy

for responding but locally advanced disease, seven swit-

ched to other hormonal therapies and 33 women remain on

letrozole and their disease is currently controlled on this

treatment alone. The mean age of this group at diagnosis

was 83 years with a median of 84 years.

Prolonged treatment with neoadjuvant letrozole treat-

ment resulted in an increase in the number of patients who

were converted from requiring a mastectomy or who were

inoperable to be suitable for breast conserving surgery

from 81 of 134 (60%) at 3 months with 96 (72%) even-

tually being treated with breast conservation.

Time to treatment failure

The median period of follow up of those on prolonged

letrozole was short at 3 years and at this time, the median

time to treatment failure had not been reached with over

70% having their disease controlled on letrozole alone.

Discussion

In the late 1970s and early 1980s it was common practice

to treat patients over the age of 70 years with tamoxifen

alone and not consider them for surgery. A series of ran-

domised trials compared tamoxifen alone versus surgery

alone [15–17] and a recent meta-analysis comparing sur-

gery with primary endocrine therapy for operable breast

cancer in elderly women found no difference in overall

survival [18]. Several randomised trials compared tamox-

ifen alone with surgery followed by tamoxifen and in all

but one of these trials there was a significant increase in

local events in the tamoxifen alone group [19–23]. One

study also showed a significantly higher mortality in

patients treated by tamoxifen alone but this increase in

mortality was only apparent after 3 years of follow up [11].

A meta-analysis found a non-significant trend in favour of

combining surgery with tamoxifen versus tamoxifen alone

for overall survival (HR 0.86, P = 0.06) and a significant

improvement in local disease control in favour of surgery

and tamoxifen (HR 0.28, P \ 0.00001) [18]. Many of these

early studies did not select patients based on oestrogen

receptor status and all used tamoxifen.

With the advent of the new aromatase inhibitors which

are superior to tamoxifen in the neoadjuvant setting both in

terms of response rates and converting patients to breast

conserving surgery [10–12, 24] there has been a renewed

interest in using hormonal therapy to treat elderly patients

either prior to surgery or as a sole treatment. The only data

available on the use of aromatase inhibitors are from series

or from randomised neoadjuvant trials which have treated

patients for between three and 4 months [10–12]. Studies

which have used longer durations of neoadjuvant chemo-

therapy have shown that in comparison to the standard

3 months treatment, longer durations increase the rates of

complete pathological response [13]. It was our perspective

that longer durations of treatment with aromatase inhibitors

might have a similar effect. The current study provides the

first data from a sufficiently large group of patients treated

for prolonged periods with neoadjuvant letrozole to con-

firm that prolonged treatment does produce continued

tumour shrinkage and improves response rates.

In the current report the majority of patients who con-

tinued on letrozole had continuing reductions in tumour

volume for up to 2 years. This review has also demon-

strated that if there was evidence of tumour shrinkage by

3 months but the tumour remained inoperable or was only

suitable for treatment by mastectomy prolonging treatment

allowed more tumours to become operable and to become

treatable by breast conserving surgery rather than mastec-

tomy. Continued response occurred in the majority, but not

in all patients and small numbers of women whose tumours

initially responded to letrozole did become resistant and

started to increase in size. Based on these observations it is

our current practice to advise patients to undergo surgery if

the cancer having been locally advanced becomes operable

or if a cancer that is best treated initially by mastectomy

becomes suitable for breast conserving surgery. Impor-

tantly in this study the majority of patients had oestrogen

receptor rich tumours having ER Allred scores of 7 and 8

and only occasional patients had ER scores of 5 or 6. Such

selection is important because we have previously dem-

onstrated that the highest rates of tumour shrinkage are in

patients whose tumours have the highest levels of ER [24,

25]. While aromatase inhibitors do show activity even in

tumours with low levels of ER, response rates, tumour

shrinkage and reduction in proliferation are less than in

tumours with high levels of ER [24].

Thirty-three patients out of the 63 who were treated for

longer than 3 months remain on letrozole alone. Some of

these women have been on letrozole for 5 years. These are

an elderly population, median age 84 years, and many have

co-morbidities. As with tamoxifen, there is likely to be a

group of women whose tumours can be controlled for

prolonged periods by letrozole alone [26]. Using micro-

array we have identified genes at diagnosis and genes

which change early during treatment which correlate with

response [27]. This approach may provide an opportunity

to identify groups of women whose disease can be con-

trolled on this treatment alone.
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Clinical assessment unless carried out by the same

individual is open to interobserver error. The combination

of clinical examination, ultrasound and mammography was

invaluable in assessing response in the present series. In

individual patients during prolonged treatment with

letrozole on occasions one method of assessment indicated

disease progression, whereas the two other assessments

indicated that the tumour was adequately controlled. In

such patients treatment with letrozole was continued and in

all such patients the next series of assessments indicated

that the disease remained controlled by the drug. Multim-

odality assessment in patients treated by endocrine therapy

alone is therefore necessary.

This study has demonstrated that in carefully selected

patients, neoadjuvant endocrine therapy with letrozole

produces prolonged tumour shrinkage over many months

and years. The optimal duration of letrozole is not clear and

the decision on the duration of treatment should be indi-

vidualised. Unless a patient refuses surgery or is considered

to have significant morbidities which limit surgical options

or there is limited life expectancy, then following a satis-

factory response to neoadjuvant letrozole therapy surgery

should be performed followed by postoperative radiother-

apy in appropriate patients. Treatment by neoadjuvant

letrozole to allow breast conserving surgery is associated

with good long-term disease control rates providing post-

operative radiotherapy is given [28]. In patients who are

not suitable for or who refuse surgery, neoadjuvant

letrozole given for prolonged periods appears safe and

appears to provide this small group of women with long-

term disease control.
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